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The Universal Pilgrim -
This piece by sculptor
David Holland, and is

dedicated to ‘all those on a
journey towards a tolerant,

equal, humane and
peaceful world.’ What can
you see in the sculpture?

The Underground Passages - 
Dating back to the 14th century,
these medieval passages under

Exeter High Street stretch 425
metres across the city centre.
They have housed waterways,
those fleeing the civil war, and
Exeter locals sheltering from

the blitz, and are open for tours
today.

Facts...Facts...Facts...   
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Hope and Despair (the two statues) –

These statues were created by
sculptor Darsie Rawlins. The figure on

the right looks in despair at the
destruction of the city during the

bombing. The left-hand figure looks
out with hope, holding a torch to
guide the path of others to a new

future.

Roman Wall – 
Almost 70% of the Roman Walls
built around Exeter nearly 2000

years ago still remain, just like this
section here. Look at the brickwork

and notice the different layers –
they show the different people who
have maintained the wall through

the ages.

The Phoenix – 
This sculpture on the wall,

which shows a phoenix rising
from the ashes, represents the
re-building of Exeter after the

blitz of April and May 1942.
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Princesshay Honey Flow -
 A 2016 art piece by Amy

Shelton, gives you a bees-
eye view of the flowers and

planta that pollenate Exeter
throughout the year.

Bedford House – 
As you can see on the plaque, in

the 13th century this spot was
home a to a friary, and by the
16th century, Bedford House,

which was considered the
largest and most prestigious

domestic house in Exeter. In the
17th century Civil War, Exeter
was considered safe for pro-

Royalists, and so Charles I sent
his wife Henrietta Maria of

France to Exeter when she was
pregnant with their child.



9 St Stephen’s Bow – 
This archway is connected to St
Stephen’s Chapel. Supposedly,

when King Henry VI visited Exeter in
the mid 1400s, the Bishop boasted

to his companions that the King
would bow to him. And of course

the King did have to duck down to
get through the arch! For the last

part of this walk, go under the arch
and imagine the many people who
have bowed to go under it through

the centuries.

St Catherine’s Almshouse -
This well-known chapel and its

almshouses - the medieval
ruins of which remain today -
were founded in 1457 to house
thirteen poor men. Be sure to
wonder around the ruins, and

read the flagstones, which are
engraved with surviving

almshouse records from the
17th century. There are also

several Roman era excavations
finds on display.
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Thank you forThank you forThank you for
coming!coming!coming!

We hoped you have enjoyed this
walk around Princesshay, and that

you have perhaps discovered
something you had never noticed

before. Stay tuned for more
Welfare Walks.
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